Please read the Terms of Use below and click “I accept” to download the official PACE Registered Paralegal (RP®) credential mark and logo (the “PACE Registered Paralegal Logo”) of the National Federation of Paralegal Association’s (NFPA) Paralegal Advanced Competency Exam (PACE). By downloading the PACE Registered Paralegal Logo, or otherwise using the PACE Registered Paralegal Logo once you have passed PACE® and been awarded the RP® credentials, you agree to bound by the following terms and conditions:

The PACE Registered Paralegal Logo and the RP® credentials are the property of NFPA. You may not use the PACE Registered Paralegal Logo for any purpose without the prior express written consent of NFPA. NFPA hereby grants a limited, revocable license to the RP® credentialed paralegals to use the PACE Registered Paralegal Logo while the RP® credentials are in good standing with NFPA solely for the purposes of: placement on business cards, email signature blocks, firm websites and firm letterheads, and on LinkedIn professional profiles.

Being in “good standing” means your RP® credentials are in compliance and current, by completing the required renewal process every two years, which includes a completed renewal application, continuing to meet the character and fitness requirements, completing the qualifying CLEs and paying the appropriate fees; or being in approved Emeritus Status. “Not being in good standing” means having the RP® credentials revoked, terminated, suspended, or not renewing the RP® credentials on time. You may not use the RP® credentials or the PACE Registered Paralegal Logo during an approved “inactive status” period.

You may only use the PACE Registered Paralegal Logo supplied by NFPA, and it may not be screenshotted, photocopied or otherwise modified in any manner. NFPA reserves the right to inspect any and all uses of the NFPA trademarks, and user hereby agrees to supply any and all samples, documents, access, etc. necessary so that NFPA can verify that use of the trademark is compliant with the NFPA guidelines set forth in this agreement. User hereby agrees that it will not use any NFPA trademark in any way that is derogatory or otherwise diminishes or harms the reputation of NFPA or harms the goodwill associated with the NFPA trademarks.

You MAY NOT USE THE RP® CREDENTIALS or the PACE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO if you have never passed NFPA’s Paralegal Core Competency Exam and have not been awarded the RP® credentials.

YOU MAY NOT USE THE RP® CREDENTIALS or the PACE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO if your RP® credentials are not in good standing.
YOU MAY NOT USE THE RP® CREDENTIALS or the PACE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO if your RP® credentials are in “inactive status.”

You MAY NOT MODIFY THE RP® CREDENTIALS OR THE PACE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO OR ALLOW THIRD-PARTIES TO USE THE PACE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO, unless permitted in advance in writing by NFPA.

YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY AND PERMANENTLY STOP AND REFRAIN FROM ANY AND ALL USE OF THE PACE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO UPON NOTICE FROM NFPA, whether verbally or in writing.

YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY AND PERMANENTLY STOP AND REFRAIN FROM ANY AND ALL USE OF THE RP® CREDENTIALS UPON NOTICE FROM NFPA, whether verbally or in writing.

Except as expressly provided above, nothing contained herein shall be construed as conferring by implication, or otherwise any license or right under any patent, trademark, copyright or other proprietary right of NFPA, its affiliates or any third party. Any and all use of the NFPA trademarks by you does not confer any ownership interest in and to said trademarks. All use of any NFPA trademarks at any time inures exclusively to the benefit of NFPA.

☐ I ACCEPT

[Link to download Logo will be provided after affirmative acceptance.]
Please read the Terms of Use below and click “I accept” to download the official Core Registered Paralegal (CRPTM) credential mark and logo (the “Core Registered Paralegal Logo”) of the National Federation of Paralegal Association’s (NFPA) Paralegal Core Competency Exam (PCCE). By downloading the Core Registered Paralegal Logo, or otherwise using the Core Registered Paralegal Logo, once you have passed PCCE and been awarded the CRPTM credentials, you agree to bound by the following terms and conditions:

The Core Registered Paralegal Logo and the CRPTM credentials are the property of NFPA. You may not use the Core Registered Paralegal Logo for any purpose without the prior express written consent of NFPA. NFPA hereby grants a limited, revocable license to the CRPTM credentialed paralegals to use the Core Registered Paralegal Logo while the CRPTM credentials are in good standing with NFPA, solely for the purposes of: placement on business cards, email signature blocks, firm websites and firm letterheads, and on LinkedIn professional profiles.

Being in “good standing” means your CRPTM credentials are in compliance and current, by completing the required renewal process every two years, which includes a completed renewal application, continuing to meet the character and fitness requirements, completing the qualifying CLEs and paying the appropriate fees; or being in approved Emeritus Status. “Not being in good standing” means having the CRPTM credentials revoked, terminated, suspended, or not renewing the CRPTM credentials on time. You may not use the CRPTM credentials or the Core Registered Paralegal Logo during an approved “inactive status” period.

You may only use the Core Registered Paralegal Logo supplied by NFPA, and it may not be screenshotted, photocopied or otherwise modified in any manner. NFPA reserves the right to inspect any and all uses of the NFPA trademarks, and user hereby agrees to supply any and all samples, documents, access, etc. necessary so that NFPA can verify that use of the trademark is compliant with the NFPA guidelines set forth in this agreement. User hereby agrees that it will not use any NFPA trademark in any way that is derogatory or otherwise diminishes or harms the reputation of NFPA or harms the goodwill associated with the NFPA trademarks.

You MAY NOT USE THE CRPTM CREDENTIALS or the CORE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO if you have never passed NFPA’s Paralegal Core Competency Exam and have not been awarded the CRPTM credentials.

YOU MAY NOT USE THE CRPTM CREDENTIALS or the CORE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO if your CRPTM credentials are not in good standing.

YOU MAY NOT USE THE CRPTM CREDENTIALS or the CORE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO if your CRPTM credentials are in “inactive status.”
You MAY NOT MODIFY THE CRPTM CREDENTIALS OR THE CORE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO OR ALLOW THIRD-PARTIES TO USE THE CORE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO, unless permitted in advance in writing by NFPA.

YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY AND PERMANENTLY STOP AND REFRAIN FROM ANY AND ALL USE OF THE CORE REGISTERED PARALEGAL LOGO UPON NOTICE FROM NFPA, whether verbally or in writing.

YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY AND PERMANENTLY STOP AND REFRAIN FROM ANY AND ALL USE OF THE CRPTM CREDENTIALS UPON NOTICE FROM NFPA, whether verbally or in writing.

Except as expressly provided above, nothing contained herein shall be construed as conferring by implication, or otherwise any license or right under any patent, trademark, copyright or other proprietary right of NFPA, its affiliates or any third party. Any and all use of the NFPA trademarks by you does not confer any ownership interest in and to said trademarks. All use of any NFPA trademarks at any time inures exclusively to the benefit of NFPA.

☐ I ACCEPT

[Link to download Logo will be provided after affirmative acceptance.]